summary

Transformations carried by the future impose the seek to extrapolate its most prominent features and the search for the appropriate formulas by which we can be ready to face the Scientific and Technological Revolution of fast and successive changes, in all fields of thought and work, Now the nations entity is linked to their capacity to develop intellectual and Scientific resources and to making their Educational institutions take modern techniques to achieve its goals and confront the future challenges. The Development of Education is one of the challenges facing the Egyptian Society when building its individuals because Education is the product of Human beings who are capable of creativity, production and global competition which still needs to the capacity of quality

The Curriculum in any area of knowledge is a tool Education uses to achieve all its Requirements, so it must be real and Effective tool in the activation of mind and investment of energies, and as a result, there is a claim to update and develop Curricula Scientifically to cope with the speedy transformations and moving to the production and application of knowledge not only to acquire it.